Little
Forest
FAREWELL DRABNESS
It’s getting wetter, colder and darker outside. LÄSSIG’s new LITTLE FOREST collection brings color into our drab and monotonous
fall weather and encourages us to take long walks and admire the beauty and color of the forests. Plants and animals are part of
the game, turning the forest excursion into a real adventure. Functional LÄSSIG styles in soft powder pink or delicate olive green
will make your next hike a stylish fall outing.

FOOD JARS
You are usually getting a ravenous appetite after a good walk in the fresh air? Young forest explorers are taken good care of with
LÄSSIG’s Food Jars, now available with trendy LITTLE FOREST motifs. The double-walled thermal containers made of robust
stainless steel, offer space for all kinds of treats and keep baby food and the like, cold or warm, for a long time. This means your
adventure outing can last longer!
Lunch to go – the odorless and tasteless stainless steel container is not only extremely easy to clean, but also leak-proof. This is
ensured by the removable silicone ring integrated in the lid. Thanks to the wide opening with its screw cap, the BPA- and rustfree, break-proof thermos cup can be filled quickly and easily. Feeding and cleaning are also a breeze. Another plus point: All Food
Jars have a capacity of 315 ml and thus fit easily into any hiking backpack.

Material
Lid: 100 % polypropylene (with silicone ring)
Jar: 100 % stainless steel
Measurements: 12.5 x 8.8 x 8.8 cm
RRP: 19.95 £
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SNACK BAGS
In the bag, ready, set, go! Whether fruit, vegetables, sandwiches or cookies – LÄSSIG’s Snack Bags can be used to store everything
that young adventurers need on their discovery tours through the forest. Available in a practical 2-pack, the zipped bags can be
filled quickly and easily and, thanks to their handy format, fit into any hiking or kindergarten backpack as well as into a diaper bag.
The water-repellent, BPA-free material ensures that the snacks are fully protected from moisture and guarantees that nothing
will leak out when you are on the go. Particularly sustainable: The Snack Bags are machine washable at 104°F and can therefore
be reused.

Material: 100 % polyester
Measurements: 17 x 18 cm
RRP: 19.95 £
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WET BAGS
What about hiking in the rain or jumping in mud puddles? Everything is allowed on your next forest excursion! Why? Afterwards,
everything can be stored in LÄSSIG’s leak-proof, water-repellent Wet Bags. Simply stuff the wet socks, beanies or shoes into the
Wet Bag, close the zipper and you’re done! Measuring 29 x 40 cm, the BPA-free Wet Bags are very spacious and can be used in a
variety of ways. Thanks to the side loop, they can be taken anywhere and even hung up. In addition, they are machine washable at
104°F. LÄSSIG’s Wet Bags are now available in a practical 2-pack with trendy animal and plant motifs.

Material: 100 % polyester
Measurements: 29 x 40 cm
RRP: 13.95 £
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FORESTS AND MEADOWS INVITE YOU TO THE TABLE
With LÄSSIG’s new LITTLE FOREST collection the next meal will be a big Fall celebration! From functional bibs to innovative
children’s tableware – the reduced animal and plant prints in the series, transform every family meal into a real forest and
meadow adventure. Where fox and rabbit greet each other, the real fun begins for the young naturalists. Learning to eat independently literally becomes child’s play.

BIBS
Fashionable, practical, sustainable – the LÄSSIG bibs from the current LITTLE FOREST collection are fun and put children in a
good mood by also impressing with their functionality. Not only because they are water-repellent and always keep clothes clean
and dry. They are individually adjustable and can be put on and taken off quickly and easily. Whether with sleeves and a tie band or
with a Velcro fastener and a flip pocket – the functional companions are available in a variety of designs as well as in practical
multipacks, depending on your preference and what you need.

Lightweight Bib
RRP: 10.95 £

Value Pack Bib
RRP: 25.95 £
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Longsleeve Bib
RRP: 20.95 £
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LAY THE TABLE!

Thanks to LÄSSIG, the next lunch will become a secret forest expedition. The tableware series of the new LITTLE FOREST collection invities your young one on a great discovery tour. In the process, the little forest adventurers not only explore their food, but also
the loving animal and plant prints that adorn the tableware. The BPA-free children’s tableware is made of an innovative polypropylene-cellulose blend. It is very lightweight, dishwasher and microwave safe. The non-slip ring on the underside of the tableware
provides optimal grip and makes learning to eat easier.

DISH SET
LÄSSIG’s Dish Set offers everything hungry naturalists need when eating. It consists of a plate, a bowl, a mug and a spoon. It is
available in two trendy LITTLE FOREST designs. Especially practical: All tableware pieces are also available individually.

RRP: 20.95 £
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SIPPY CUP
Learning to drink made easy! The stylish learn-to-drink cup from LÄSSIG encourages independent drinking. While the two side
handles provide a firm, secure grip, the ring on the underside prevents the cup from sliding around on the table. The narrow
drinking opening in the lid makes it easier to dispense the liquid – as a result the little ones are less likely to swallow.
The practical Sippy Cup is available in
two trendy LITTLE FOREST designs.

RRP: 8.95 £
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